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1. Put your name at the top of the paper.
2. Work as quickly as possible through the questions.
3. If you find a question difficult, move on and then
come back to it if you have time.
4. Mark all answers clearly on the multiple choice
answer sheet.
5. If you make a mistake, erase your answer and
rewrite it.
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Verbal Reasoning 11+. Paper B 2015
The following sentences have had the order of their words mixed, and also a word
added that does not belong.
Underline the word that should be taken out to make the sentence make sense,
once the words are rearranged.
Example:
the the are trees singing birds in beak.
Answer: beak.
The sentence should read “The birds are singing in the trees”.
Question 1. the o’clock opens nine shop close at
Question 2. cloud lining has two silver a every
Question 3. pupil awarded over star a was certificate the
Question 4. of the run pen out ink cost has
Question 5. park is the the are hiding children in
Question 6. difficult too question the is many

Four of the words in each list are linked.
Choose one word that is not related to these four in the same way.
Example: lady, baroness, queen, sir, princess
Answer: sir (the others are female)

Question 7. rhombus, rectangle, diamond, triangle, square
Question 8. potato, carrot, beetroot, apple, parsnip
Question 9. flock, bundle, piece, swarm, herd
Question 10. discuss, converse,

chat, write,

talk

Question 11. company, solicitor, lawyer, waiter, teacher
Question 12. serve, bake, boil, roast, poach
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In each of these questions, choose one word in the brackets that is closest in
meaning to the word in capitals. Mark your answer on the answer sheet.
Example: JOYFUL (sad, happy, tune, song, memorable)

Question 13. DEXTROUS (flexible, decorate, disaster, pastry, manage)
Question 14. PUNCTURE (knife, hole, early, tardy, punctuation)
Question 15. CONVERGE (convey, meet, mirror, grass, edge)
Question 16. DELICATE

(flavour, cream, dedicate, fragile, baby)

Question 17. DECIPHER (syphon, difficult, code, pattern, solve)
Question 18. DUPLICATE (dupe, copy, light, machine, dangerous)

Questions 19-23. These words have been written in code, but the words are not under the
right codes. One word is missing. Choose which word goes with which code on the answer
sheet.
1234

6423
tale

5268
gate

1254

lamb

3254
meat

In these questions one letter can be moved from the first word to the second word to
make two new words. The letters must not be otherwise rearranged and both new
words must make sense.
Find the letter that moves and mark it on the answer sheet.
Example: care merge
Answer: e (the two new words are car and emerge)
Question 24.

pending

hoping

Question 25.

lightening fast

Question 26.

cheat

with

Question 27.

bounce

stale

Question 28.

swallow

to

Question 29.

yearly

ever

Question 30.

heard

with
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Question 31-36.
There are six different coloured boxes stacked on top of each other.
The blue box is lower than the green box, but higher than the yellow.
The black box is lower than the blue box, but is not at the bottom of the pile.
The red box is higher than the green box.
The yellow box is placed directly above the pink box.
Put the boxes in order of placement with the one at the top named as first.
Place your choices on the multiple choice answer sheet.

Put these things in order of size, time or position and choose the middle one.
For example: (December January October July March)
Question 37.

5/8, 11/16,

33/64, 7/12,

Question 38.

cup, thimble, flask,

Question 39.

100m,

Question 40.

rhyme, verse,

Question 41.

02:00,

3.30 a.m.,

Question 42.

Moon,

Earth,

Question 43.

rhyme,

rhythm, rinse,

I mile,

21/32

tank,

mug

5km,

marathon,

song,

musical,

90 yards
opera

11.45 a.m., 05:40,

satellite,

Sun,

1.15 p.m.

meteor

rhythmic,

rhinocerous

In these sentences, the word in capitals has had three letters next to each other
removed. These three letters make one correctly spelt word without changing their
order. The sentence that you make must make sense.
Example: “Can you hear the feet STAMG?”

Answer: PIN (stamPINg)

Question 44. The CHIMZEES love the bananas.
Question 45. PARLIAT will resume in September.
Question 46. In MH, the clocks go forward.
Question 47. The story will be in the NEWSPRS tomorrow.
Question 48. The science EXPEENT was a disaster!
Question 49. “I have to get my hair cut at the BERS tomorrow.”
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You must choose one word from the first set of brackets and one word from the
second set of brackets on your answer sheet. Together they must form a new word.
For example:

(car town by) (play pet side)

Question 50.

(king

dead

kin)

Question 51.

(hard

play monk)

Question 52.

(come fin

long)

(dies

for

Question 53.

(par

sir

far)

(lone

over

Question 54.

(tell

stall

mini)

(ably

on

Question 55.

(car

bar

door)

(fly

Answer: carpet

(dome dread
(den

key

gin

lock)

ground)
face)
son)
house)
racks)

In each of these questions, one word in the brackets means the opposite as the word
in capitals. Mark your answer on the answer sheet.
For example: JOYFUL (sad, happy, tune, song, memorable)

Question 56.

BASHFUL

(shy, outgoing, mend,

Question 57.

EXEMPLARY (perfect,

Question 58.

CRUDE

(refined, rude, loaf,

Question 59.

AUGMENT

(shorten, lengthen, argument,

Question 60.

AMATEUR

(football, train,

Question 61.

CONCUR

(run,

example,

empty,

kind)

nondescript, bad, land)
receive,

jail)
talk, different)

professional, image,

conference,

agree,

result,

carpet)
disagree)

In these questions you must choose one word from the first bracket and one word
from the second bracket on the answer sheet that best completes the sentence.
Question 62.

Horse is to (stable, grass, four) as rabbit is to (one, sugar, warren)

Question 63.

Cube is to (box, cub, six) as tetrahedron is to (tetra, four, diamond)

Question 64.

Male is to (lame, man, job) as care is to (cat, woman, race)

Question 65.

100 is to (200, 10,000, 50) as 9 is to (20, 5, 81)

Question 66.

Wire is to (circus, electricity, pin) as pipe is to (water, smoke, band)
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Find the FOUR letter word that is hidden in each of the following sentences.
Each four letter word can be found using the letters at the end of one word and the
beginning of the next word.
For example: Winnie the Pooh lived in Hundred Acre Wood.

(Answer: crew)

Question 67. Careful drivers are warmly welcomed at all our hotels.
Question 68. The water is flooding the area.
Question 69. We must empty the tank before it overflows.
Question 70. The winning nation in the Olympics is …

End of Test. Now check your work.
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